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I provide empirical evidence from a longitudinal cross-cultural reader reception survey showing that cultural outsider (French) and insider (New Zealand) readers are differently influenced by the geographically and culturally-situated elements in *Utu* (French 2004, English translation 2011), a crime novel set in contemporary New Zealand by French writer Caryl Férey. After reading the novel, both cultural outsider and insider readers changed their opinions towards the image portrayed by Férey, even when his cultural claims were incorrect. Furthermore, for French readers, this influence extended beyond *Utu*’s final page to opinions about New Zealand and its inhabitants.

Cet article veut offrir la preuve empirique que les lecteurs provenant respectivement d’une culture extérieure (France), et intérieure (Nouvelle-Zélande), sont influencés différemment par les éléments géographiquement et culturellement situés dans *Utu* (France 2004; traduction anglaise 2011), un roman policier de l’auteur français Caryl Férey se déroulant dans la Nouvelle-Zélande d’aujourd’hui. L’étude s’appuie sur une enquête longitudinale interculturelle de la réception au sein du lectorat. Après lecture du roman, les lecteurs culturellement externes et internes ont chacun changé leur opinion quant à l’image véhiculée par Férey, même lorsque ses représentations culturelles s’avèrent incorrectes. Qui plus est, aux yeux des lecteurs français, cette influence s’étend au-delà du roman lui-même, et semble se porter sur la Nouvelle-Zélande elle-même, avec ses habitants.
French crime writer Caryl Férey (b. 1967) spent only five months in New Zealand before publishing a novel set there: *Utu* (2004, English translation 2011), in which *Pakeha* (New Zealander of European origin) policeman Paul Osborne investigates a cannibalistic Māori separatist sect. He discovers that his half-Māori childhood sweetheart has joined the separatists but that the real criminals are corrupt *Pakeha* politicians and businessmen who are dynamiting an ancient Māori village site to make way for a multimillion dollar beach resort and who try to throw Osborne off their scent by framing him for the rape and murder of a high-profile, mixed-race model.

My study applies social science approaches to humanities data in order to identify differences between the reception of this culture-specific text by cultural insiders (New Zealanders) and cultural outsiders (French readers). I am not interested in whether readers give the ‘correct’ answer to cultural questions (if such a thing exists) but how and why the opinions they hold are, or are not, influenced by their reading of this novel. *Utu* is useful for cross-cultural reader reception because it embodies extremes: (1) Férey spent only months in New Zealand before publishing *Utu*; (2) France and New Zealand—united by rugby but separated by nuclear testing—have few contemporary or historical touch points in common thus their distance, psychological and geographical, makes difference easier to identify and then explain; (3) Māori have a distinct and distinctive culture with a globally recognised iconography; and (4) *Utu* was translated by an Englishman for an American publishing house. While it can be dangerous to extrapolate from extremes—risking Manichean generalisations that deny an issue’s fine structure—they do help to make difference visible.

Cross-cultural empirical reception studies loom largest in film and television studies (for example, Barker and Mathijs; Crofts). Equivalent textual studies are less common, perhaps due to “the anti-empirical climate of the Anglo-American literary academy at large” (Richardson 11). However, there are exceptions, such as Carroll et al.’s study of nineteenth-century British novels, which surveys “faculty in English departments worldwide” (3) but does not report results by respondent location. Childress and Friedkin’s empirical sociological study (55), while not cross-cultural, examines longitudinal changes in readers’ attitudes to a novel before and after a book-club meeting to test the influence of the discussion process on reception. Halász, Short and Varga compare responses from German, British and Hungarian school students to three short texts but do not explore their respondents’ cultural insider/outside positions relative to these texts. Thus my paper reports the first empirical, longitudinal, cross-cultural investigation of the influence of a novel on its readers’ opinions.
1. Method

I started with four hypotheses about the relationship between a reader’s geographical and cultural background and their response to *Utu*, or how the place of reading influences the reading of place:

Hypothesis 1. That cultural-outsider (French) readers are more influenced than cultural-insider (New Zealander) readers by *Utu*’s geographically- and culturally-situated elements, such as political, anthropological, historical, and social depictions;

Hypothesis 2. That cultural outsider (French) readers are more influenced by depictions of certain aspects of New Zealand and/or Māori culture than by other aspects;

Hypothesis 3. That the perceived source of the geographically- and culturally-situated information influences readers’ reception; and

Hypothesis 4. That French readers change their attitudes to New Zealand and New Zealanders based on their reading of a novel set in that country.

To test these hypotheses, I developed two sets of dependent variables: (1) twenty-seven statements about New Zealand and Māori culture (see Table 1), which I used with both the French and New Zealand participants; and (2) eight attitude statements about New Zealand and New Zealanders (see Table 2), which I used only with French participants. I asked participants to indicate their level of agreement with each statement on a seven-point Likert-type rating scale from 1 = ‘completely disagree’ to 7 = ‘completely agree.’

All twenty-seven statements in Table 1 appear in *Utu*, but this does not mean that this information is necessarily accurate (for a discussion of *Utu*’s cultural errors, see Carter and Walker-Morrison). Nineteen statements are made by the narratorial voice, one by a protagonist, Osborne, and seven by an antagonist, Melrose. These last seven are inflammatory; I included them to test my third hypothesis about whether reader response is affected by the information’s perceived source.
Table 1: Twenty-seven statements about New Zealand and Māori culture used as dependent variables with both French and New Zealand participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement and page in French (2008) and English (2011) editions of Utu by Caryl Férey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1  There are squirrels in New Zealand (French 191; English 160)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2  Each Māori gang has its own distinguishing facial tattoo pattern (360; 299)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3  South Auckland streets are very dangerous at night (318; 264)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4  Kohanga reo are Māori language secondary schools (49; 43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5  Any Māori can make a claim to the Waitangi Tribunal (53; 47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6  Māori are worse off economically than Pakeha (54; 47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7  Nineteenth-century Māori were cannibals (160; 133)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8  Unemployment is higher for Māori than Pakeha (54; 47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9  In the 1980s, a Labour government attacked the welfare state (72; 62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10 Possums are a national plague in New Zealand (112; 95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11 The British tricked Māori by intentionally mistranslating the Treaty of Waitangi from English into Māori (149; 125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S12 When they signed the Treaty of Waitangi, Māori thought they were only renting land to the British (149; 125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S13 Māori lands were confiscated to give to Pakeha settlers (149; 125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S14 Māori committed more atrocities during the nineteenth-century Land Wars than did the British (159; 133)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S15 Māori exterminated then ate all the Moriori (159; 133)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S16 Māori are warriors, incapable of integrating into contemporary Pakeha society (159; 133)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S17 Some nineteenth-century Māori tribes allied themselves with the British in order to wipe out neighbouring tribes (160; 133)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S18 Māori prefer to get drunk rather than work (160; 134)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S19 Generally speaking, Māori children are malnourished (160; 134)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20 Some Māori are still cannibals today (94; 80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21 In remote parts of New Zealand, people still travel on horseback today (243; 202)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S22 Only a blood link can make someone Māori (282; 235)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S23 Māori are proportionally over-represented in prisons (54; 48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S24 A Māori’s facial tattoo indicates the wearer’s merit (363; 301)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S25 Māori worship multiple gods (396; 329)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S26 Nineteenth century Māori sold shrunken heads to sailors (421; 348)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S27 Māori are the indigenous people of New Zealand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2:Eight attitudinal statements about New Zealand and New Zealanders used as dependent variables only with French participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attitudinal statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1 J’ai l’intention de visiter la NZ au cours des trois prochaines années.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2 En NZ, les visiteurs se sentent en sécurité.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3 Les néo-zélandais sont amicaux.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4 En NZ, je pourrais être victime d’un crime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5 On m’a dit que la NZ est un pays dangereux.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6 Les néo-zélandais sont dignes de confiance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7 Je conseillerai aux amis de faire attention à la criminalité en NZ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8 Les néo-zélandais sont sympathiques.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the eight attitudinal statements (see Table 2), I adapted five (A1, A2, A4, A5, A7) from George’s (812) South African study of visitor perception of crime-safety and attitudes to risk, and two (A6, A8) from a study investigating changing attitudes and country image (Auruskeviciene et al. 55). I added A3 because ‘friendliness’ is an attribute often mentioned by overseas visitors to New Zealand but it barely features in Férey’s novel.

Since I was interested in if and how participants’ opinions were changed by reading *Utu*, I used a repeated measures design. I gave pre-reading questionnaires and numbered copies of *Utu* in French to 119 students enrolled in English courses at Université Paris-Sorbonne, as well as pre-reading questionnaires and numbered copies of *Utu*’s English translation to 114 students enrolled in French or Māori Studies courses at the University of Auckland, New Zealand. As well as demographic information, these pre-reading surveys asked for participants’ opinions about twenty-seven statements (see Table 1) on contemporary New Zealand and/or Māori culture and society. Participants were invited to read the novel then complete an on-line post-reading questionnaire that asked for their opinions about the same twenty-seven statements, presented in a random order. They also had to report their novel’s number so I could match pre- and post-reading responses. I received twenty-six (21.8%) post-reading responses from French and twenty-four (21.1%) from New Zealand participants.[1]

My research design is quasi-experimental (Black 69-70), using pre- and post-test observations but with a non-equivalent control group, i.e. New Zealand participants. Given the key constraint to my study—that participants had to read a crime fiction novel in their own time before responding to an online post-reading questionnaire—I could not rely on experimental rigour controlling
for some variables. Nonetheless, my repeated measures design helps control for between-readers differences in textual reception (Halász, Short and Varga 195). Using the survey research method allowed me to quantify how respondents felt about issues to do with New Zealand and Māori culture, and how this knowledge and opinions were (or were not) influenced by the participant’s reading of *Utu*.

2. Results and Discussion[2]

**Hypothesis One: That cultural outsider (French) readers are more influenced than cultural insider (New Zealander) readers by *Utu’s* geographically- and culturally-situated elements**

My null hypothesis – H₀₁ – is that cultural outsider and insider readers were similarly influenced by *Utu’s* geographically- and culturally-situated elements, such as political, anthropological, historical, and social depictions. I tested this in two ways: by looking at the degree of correlation between pre- and post-reading responses for each cohort, then by comparing pre- and post-reading responses at the individual reader level.

*Degree of correlation between pre- and post-reading responses*

My research design involved non-independent observations since I measured participant responses to the same questions on two different occasions. However, the degree of correlation between these pre- and post-reading responses differed between the two cohorts; while a paired sample t-test showed that the pre- and post-reading responses to only two (S3, S20) of the twenty-seven questions were statistically significantly positively correlated for French readers, this was true of sixteen questions asked of New Zealanders. This provides evidence to reject H₀₁ since it shows that New Zealanders were more likely than French readers to give similar pre- and post-reading responses, indicating that reading *Utu* had not changed their opinions.

*Change in pre- and post-reading responses*

I ran Wilcoxon signed ranks test for related samples to compare responses before and after reading *Utu* for French and New Zealand respondents. Table 3 shows the number of statements for which the pre- and post-reading results showed a statistically significant difference for each cohort, as well as whether this difference was a change towards the opinion depicted by Férey in *Utu*. Given that the pre- and post-reading opinions of French respondents was statistically significantly different for twenty statements – compared to only seven for New Zealand respondents – this provides further support to reject H₀₁ and accept H₁, that cultural outsider (French) readers were more influenced than cultural insider (New Zealand) readers by *Utu’s* geographically- and culturally-situated content.

Yet even New Zealanders were not left entirely unmoved by reading *Utu*. Their opinions about three statements changed from ‘disagree’ to ‘don’t know,’ a change in the appropriate direction in two cases: S5 properly recognises that “any
Māori person may submit a claim to the Waitangi tribunal” (“Making a Claim”) and S7 reflects current thought about nineteenth-century Māori cannibalism (at least pre-1815, Barber 242), although scholars disagree over the reasons, from meeting spiritual (Barber 280) to physical needs (Salmond 142). However, New Zealanders were wrong to change from ‘disagree’ to ‘don’t know’ for S4 since kohanga reo are Māori language preschools, not secondary schools. Férey has his half-Māori heroine, Hana Witkaire, attend one throughout high school as a way of showing her embracing her Māori heritage; his depiction was sufficiently forceful to overcome New Zealanders’ prior knowledge.

Table 3 also shows that Férey’s influence is not monolithic: French (and New Zealand) readers changed their opinions about some elements but not others, leading to my next hypothesis, examining which aspects are more persuasive.

| Hypothesis Two: That cultural outsider (French) readers are differently influenced by certain aspects of New Zealand and/or Māori culture

From the results in Table 3, I can immediately reject my null hypothesis: $H_0^2$ – that cultural outsider readers are similarly influenced by all the different aspects of New Zealand and/or Māori culture portrayed by Férey in Utu. The more interesting question is whether there are commonalities between the cultural aspects of Utu that are (not) persuasive, because this might shed light on which cultural elements are (not) influential. To investigate this I looked at French responses and compared the seven statements grouped in Table 3’s top row – statistically significant difference and a change from ‘disagree’ to ‘agree’: S3, S4, S7, S15, S17, S23, and S16 – with the seven in the table’s bottom row – no statistically significant difference: S1, S14, S18, S19, S20, S21, and S27 – to try to identify factors that could account for these differences.
I classified each statement by whether it deals with a contemporary or historical issue; with a specifically Māori or generally New Zealand topic; whether Férey mentions it once or several times; as well as whether it is voiced by the narrator, by a protagonist or by an antagonist. However, none of these groupings fully and completely accounts for the changes in French responses. I found only one feature that partially correlates with French responses: for all seven of the statements for which their responses showed no statistically significant difference before and after reading, New Zealand respondents also showed no statistically significant difference in their opinions, suggesting an absence, rather than source, of influence. Therefore, although I accept H2, I am unable to extrapolate from my results to predict the type of cultural information that will or will not influence cultural outsider readers’ opinions.

Although I cannot claim an overall schema for what type of information is culturally persuasive, it is informative to look at the seven statements that swayed French readers. While for three of them – S4, S15, and S17 – it was unlikely that French participants would possess relevant prior knowledge before reading Utu, for the remaining four – S3, S7, S23, and S26 – they could have ‘guessed’ that they should agree by either drawing analogies with France or from general knowledge. First, S3, in which Férey depicts South Auckland as the banlieue, a concept familiar to French people, meaning the low socio-economic, high crime area on a city’s outskirts, but one French participant rejected before reading Utu, perhaps believing New Zealand too quiet a country or Auckland too small a city to have such areas. The second, S7, treats nineteenth-century Māori cannibalism, depicted by Jules Verne in Les Enfants du Capitaine Grant (1868), which Férey claims as a formative childhood text (Angelier). The third, S23, is about Māori in prison. Given that indigenous peoples are over-represented in many countries’ prison populations, French participants could have guessed the answer by association. That they did not may signal a French exception due to republican ideals of equality, which forbid the collecting and/or reporting of statistics based on racial or ethnic origin (Schnapper 133). Finally, S26, shrunken heads. The New Zealand Government is making a concerted effort to have all kōiwi tangata (ancestral remains) held by museums outside New Zealand returned to Māori care (Hole 5). In January 2012, the French government held a ceremony at Quai Branly, the ethnographic museum in Paris, to return twenty such heads (Mortaigne), which was reported in French newspapers and on television.

**Hypothesis Three: That the perceived source of the geographically- and culturally-situated information influences reception**

Despite the mixed outcome of H2, I wanted to further explore one factor by testing a third null hypothesis: H03 – that readers are equally influenced by geographically- and culturally-situated information regardless of perceived source. In this I was aided by Férey’s
creation of an antagonist called Melrose, whom Férey intends the reader to detest. Even before we meet Melrose, he is described as an extremely right-wing, racist, multi-millionaire businessman who writes self-published history books about New Zealand that have become bestsellers (French 59-60; English 51-52). A lengthy anti-Māori, neoliberal diatribe by Melrose (159-60; 133-34) is the source of seven of my twenty-seven statements. Looking at pre- and post-reading responses to these seven ‘Melrose’ statements shows that French participants changed their opinion from disagree (pre-reading) to agree (post-reading) for three of them (S7, S15, S17), disagreed less strongly with one of them (S16), and did not change their opinion for another three (S14, S18, S19). Therefore, I could not reject H03 but instead looked within these seven statements to develop two null sub-hypotheses (H03a-b) for two subgroups of information:

H03a Readers are equally influenced by historical or contemporary information conveyed via Melrose.

Looking at data for the first null hypothesis—H03a—shows that French readers were less willing to change their opinions about contemporary society—about whether Māori today are drunkards (S18), warriors (S16) or poor parents (S19)—than about historical issues such as nineteenth century cannibalism (S7) or exterminating nineteenth-century enemies (S15, S17). Therefore I rejected the null hypothesis H03a and accepted hypothesis H3a “that readers are more influenced by historical than contemporary information conveyed via Melrose.”

Turning to the second null hypothesis – H03b – shows that French participants were more willing to change their opinion about statements treating ‘facts’ (S7, S15, S17) rather than ‘attitudes’ (S14, S16, S18, S19), thus I rejected the null hypothesis for H03b and accepted hypothesis H3b “that readers are more influenced by facts than attitudes conveyed via Melrose.”

Given Férey’s left-wing politics, he might be dismayed that his readers accepted anything from Melrose. However, I have three possible explanations for why French readers are susceptible to factual and historical information despite the perceived source. Firstly, by the time readers came across these statements Férey seems to have convinced them of his expertise in all matters Māori and New Zealand, meaning that information presented as ‘facts’—even from Melrose—seemed credible. Secondly, it may be due to increasing memory externalisation. Search engines provide access to a universal archive so why should these student participants memorise dates of the Kings and Queens of France, or details of the Land Wars, when the answer is only a search away and mental effort can instead be directed towards following the latest celebrity gossip? This is perhaps especially true for ‘facts’ that readers feel they will never be required to regurgitate, such as those offered during leisure reading of crime fiction. Finally, in establishing Melrose, Férey may have done himself a disservice by labouring the point that Melrose self-published his bestselling history books, since the world has moved on to publishing phenomena such as *Fifty
Shades of Grey (James), which began as a self-published e-book before being picked up by Random House (Knox 54). While this might be anathema for established authors, popular fiction readers now seem not to regard ‘self-publishing’ as automatically equating to ‘lower quality’ (Fay). Thus (student) readers today may equate ‘(fictional) author of history books’ with ‘credible source of historical facts.’

**Hypothesis Four: That French readers change their attitudes to New Zealand and New Zealanders based on their reading of a novel set in that country**

Having looked at the micro-effects—how readers reacted to the world portrayed within Férey’s novel—I turn now to the macro-picture: did Utu influence French readers’ attitudes towards New Zealand and New Zealanders in general? Both before and after reading Utu I asked French participants to respond to eight attitudinal statements (see Table 2) that explore their general attitudes to the country and its citizens rather than about the specific issues raised in Utu about geography, politics, anthropology, history or society. My null hypothesis – H₄ – is “that French readers’ attitudes to New Zealand and New Zealanders are unaffected by reading Utu.” I found a statistically significant change in mean response to A2, A4 and A7 (at the 0.05 level) as well as A3 and A8 (0.1 level) so I rejected H₄ and accepted H₄: “that French readers change their attitudes to New Zealand and New Zealanders based on their reading of a novel set in that country.” However, in all five cases the mean responses moved in the opposite direction to that which might be desired by Tourism New Zealand: after reading Utu, French participants thought New Zealand less safe to visit (A2), that visitors would be more likely to be victims of crime (A4, A7), and that New Zealanders are less friendly and likeable (A3, A8).[3]

I did not find a statistically significant change for A1: “I will visit New Zealand within the next three years,” with participants disagreeing slightly both before and after reading. Just as Bayard argues that it is unnecessary to experience places first-hand in order to write about them, readers can also be content with literary, rather than physical, voyaging. To Bayard’s physical and psychological inconveniences of travel (13), one can add the high cost in time and money a trip to New Zealand involves, making it unimaginable for most university students.

### 3. Conclusion

I have provided empirical evidence that a novel’s geographically and culturally-situated elements differently influence cultural insider and outsider readers, with the latter more likely to change their opinions than the former. Moreover, for every statement that showed a statistically significant difference between pre- and post-reading means, readers’ opinions moved towards the image portrayed by Férey in Utu, not only for outsider French readers but also for New Zealanders, even when Férey’s cultural claim was incorrect.

Furthermore, for cultural outsiders this influence extends beyond Utu’s final page to opinions about the country depicted. At first sight, readers’ negative attitudes...
to Férey’s dark depictions might seem bad news for New Zealand given that tourism represents 8.5% of its GDP (Statistics New Zealand 9). However, there are two reasons why Utu may in fact be beneficial. First, New Zealand markets itself to thrill seekers through international advertising campaigns with images of adventurous activities such as bungy-jumping and white-water rafting set amid its rugged landscape; such potential tourists are unlikely to be deterred by (fictional) cannibalism. Second, most of Férey’s French readers never intended travelling beyond the novel’s covers but nonetheless closed it with a new perspective on the country and its people. Perversely, it matters not that this perspective is negative; the simple fact of having read a novel about little-known New Zealand boosts the country’s intangible reputation within the French imaginary. To support this claim, I turn to Berger, Sorensen and Rasmussen, who show that “Whereas a negative review [in the New York Times] decreased purchase likelihood of a book that was already well known, it increased purchase likelihood for a previously unknown book” (824). By analogy, Utu’s negative ‘review’ of previously unknown New Zealand helps the country’s name recognition; any publicity is good publicity.
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Endnotes

[1] I refer to the ‘French’ and ‘New Zealand’ cohorts in this article although both contain members who were neither born in nor citizens of those countries. I received too few post-reading questionnaires to find statistically significant differences between subgroups within each cohort, for example between the nineteen New Zealand-born versus five non-New Zealand born post-reading respondents comprising the ‘New Zealand’ cohort.

I aimed to enrol 120 in each group, a number arrived at from a priori sample sizes (G*Power v.3.1.3, Faul et al.) calculated from the results of a pilot study and allowing for predicted response rates, (Scott et al. 6; Kaplowitz, Hadlock and Levine; Baruch and Holtom; Nair and Adams 295; Sax, Gilmartin and Bryant 417; Deutskens et al. 29), the establishment of a gift/obligation relationship (Smart 389), the requirement to read a long, violent noir novel and my repeated measures design (Gardner 107-09) as well as two logistical issues: funding and the number of enrolled students.

[2] Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results showed that pre- and post-reading responses to the twenty-seven statements for both French and New Zealand participants and to the eight attitudinal statements for the French participants were not normally distributed. Therefore
I used non-parametric statistical tests throughout this analysis (Black 550–551). Unless otherwise stated, statistically significant difference is at the 0.05 level.

[3] A3 and A8, as well as having a lower statistical significance, are problematic because the results may have been influenced by my actions as a researcher. Participants completed the pre-reading survey immediately after I had spoken to them and had given them a free copy of the novel, perhaps leading them to believe that I, and by extension, other New Zealanders are friendly and likeable, and moving the pre-reading mean to a more positive value. However, after having read a violent novel—and the effect of meeting me having worn off—participants reported lower scores, perhaps representing a truer opinion.
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